Hybrid connectionist-hidden Markov model large vocabulary speech recognition has, in recent years, been shown to be competitive with more traditional HMM systems [4]. Connectionist acoustic models generally use considerably less parameters than HMM's, allowing real-time operation without significant degradation of performance. However, the small number of p a r a " in connectionist acoustic models also poses a problembow do we make the best use of large amounts of training data? This paper proposes a solution to this problem in which a "smart" procedun makes selective use of training data to increase performance.
INTRODUCTION
Traditional HMM systems show a considerable improvement in performance when more training dara is available [9]. However, blindly throwing mon training data at connectionist models results in increased training times, without significant improvements in performance. This is most probably due to the compact llature of connectionist acoustic models. We are able to accurately estimate the network parameters from relatively small amounts of data. This effect can be s e n in the results presented in Section 5.
The aim of the work presented here is to develop a principled method for using large amounts of training dara to improve performance. The method is based on boosting, a procedure which results in an ensemble of networks [Z]. Unlike many ensembles in which each network is uained on the same data [3], the networks in a boosting ensemble arc trained squentially on data that has bem Ntcrcd by the previously trained networks in the ensemble. This ensures only data that is likely to result in improved generalisation performance is used for training. This is paniculatiy important for speech data, as a considerable amount of computation is required to train networks for large vocabulary speech recognition, and we do not want to waste resources training on data that will not result in an increase in performance.
We first describe ABBOT, an hybrid COnnectiOniSt-~ spetch recognition system developed at Cambridge University Engineering Depamnent. We then describe the original boosting procedure, and briefly dims the use of this procedure with neural networks. Next we present a novel boosting procedure suitable for use with temporal data such as speech. Results are presented on two large vocabulary continuous speech tasks for both context-independent and contextdependent acoustic models.
. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The Cambridge University Engineering Department connectionist speech recognition system (ABBOT) uses a hybrid connectionist -HMM approach. A recurrent network acoustic model is used to map each frame of acoustic data to posterior phone probabilities. The recurrent network provides a mechanism for modelling the context and the dynamics of the acoustic signal. The network has one output node per phone, and generates all the phone probabilities in parallel.
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F i 1: Hybrid Connectionist-HMM Speech Recognition System
A Viterbi based training procedure is used to train the acoustic model. Each frame of training data is assigned a phone label based on an utterance orthography and the m t model. The badrpropagation through time algorithm is then used to train the recurrent network to map the acoustic input vector sequenceto the phone label sequence. The labels arc then reassigned and the process it-erated. A complete description of the acoustic training is given
The posterior phone probabiliries estimated by the acoustic model arc then used as estimates of the observation probabilities in an HMM framewok. Given new acoustic data and the connectionist-HMM framework, the maximum a posteriori word sequence is then extracted using the NOWAY decoder. NOWAY is a S h g k pass, S t a n synchronous decoder designed to exploit the features of the hybrid connectionist-HMM approach [lo]. A more complete description of the system can be found in (51.
BOOSTING
Boosting is an algorithm that, under certain conditions, allows one to improve the performance of any learning machine, and was first designed in the context of the distributionfree, or probably appmxi-
In the distribution free model (also known as the smng leaming model), the lamer must be able to produce a hypothesis with an c m r of at most c, for arbitrarily small values of c. Because the learner is receiving random examples there is also the possibility that the leamer will receive an outlier (an example that is highly unrepresentative). The strong leaming model therefore only requires that the leamer succeeds in finding a good approximation to the target function with probability at least 1 -6, when 6 is an arbitratily small constant
In a variation of the distribution free model, called the weak kuming m&l, the requirement that the learner must produce hypotheses with an Mor rate at most c is relaxed. The leaner is required to produce hypotheses with m o r rafe slightly less than 0.5. Thus the weak leaming model requires that the learner be able to produce hypotheses that perform only slightly bener that random guessing.
The main result of [ 131 is a proof that the strong and weak l a ming models are actually equivalent A provably correct technique is given for converting any leaming algorithm that performs only slightly bener than random guessing into one that produces hypotheses with arbitrarily small m r rates. The technique produces an ensemble hypothesis f " thne sub-hypotheses trained on different distributions. If the three sub-hypotheses have an Mor rate of Q < 0.5 with respect to the distribution on which they wen trained, then the resulting ensemble hypothesis will have an aror rate of 3a2 -2a3, which may be significantly less than a.
Boosting Neural Networks
The first practical application of a boosting procedure was for the 
BOOSTING ACOUSTIC MODELS
The original boosting procedure is designed for static pattem recognition problemsit is necessary to select frames from the pool of available mining data. However, speech is temporal, often with high degrees of comlation between successive samples due to coarticulation effects. There =-two basic approachesused to model the dynamic name of speech signals with neural networks: either window the input and treat the time domain data like any other data, or use some internal storage to maintain a curnnt state. In both cases the order of the input frames is important so we cannot select frames from the pool training data.
To overcome this problem we have developed a number boosting procedures for use with speech data. Boost 3 : Train a network on a randomly selected subset of the training sentences. Use this network to produce posterior phone probabilities. These posterior phone probabilities are then used as observation probabilities within an HMM framework. Decode the new sentences from the training data, and compute the per sentence word error rate. Select those sentences for which the word error rate is highest to train a second network.
In all cascs the number of sentences chosen for training the second network is the same as were used to train the fist network.
The evaluation of the performance of the boosted nworks is the same for each boosting procedur~. The original boosting procedure combines the ou~uts of three networks using a simple voting scheme. However, since we wish to use the network outputs as posterior phone probabilities, this is not possible in this w e .
A simple method to merging the outputs of several networks is to form a linear combination, WSJO where glk' is the z%h output of the kth network. In order to maintain a probabilistic interpretation of the combined network outputs the PS must be tird (i.e. B i k = P k ) , sum-w-one (i.e. P i k = 1) and non-negunk (i.e. p i k 2 0). In this work we have used a simple average with B i k = 1/K.
An alternative is to combine the outputs after conversion to the log domain, We fint evaluated the effect of increasing the amount of training data. Au of the taaining dam from WSJO has tiem used to uain the baselineacousticmodcl. When usingdatafrom WSJO and WSJl we randomly select sentences from the available training data. As can be seen from the results in table 1, when randomly selecting data the error rate increases slightly. Training on twice the amount of data does not result in any improvement in performance. We believe this is due to the compact representation off& by the recurrent neural network acoustic model. The parameters of the model can be accurately estimated from 7200 sentences, and so increasing the amount of training data has no effect 11.5%
10.0%
13.0%
Each of the boosting procedures has been evaluated on the November 1993 Hub 2 evaluation data. The results can be seen in table 2. The row random indicates the results achieved by combining the output of two networks. each mined on different randomly selected data sets. The network outputs have been combined using the simple weighted average described in section 4. The best result is achieved using boosting procedure boost2 in which the second network is trained on those sentences for which the first network's frame recognition !ate is lowest. baseline 11.2% 10.4% 7.1% 10.1% 9.8% 15.2% baoSt3
10.4% 7.1% We believe the poor performance of the boost3 algorithm is due to influence of the language model used for decoding'. The word m r rate for each sentence is strongly influenced by the language model score. The out-of-vocabulary rate and degree of mismatch between the uaining sentence text and the language model will be differ for each sentence. The word error rate refiects not only the performance of the acoustic model but also that of the language model. Thus the boosting procedure selects mining data on which the combined acoustic and language model scores arc lowest, and not those on which the performance of the acoustic model is poonst
The original motivation for combining the outputs of two or more acoustic models came from analysis of the rtcumnt network. The rtCumnt network snucture 1s time asymmetric, and training a network to recognise forward in time will result in different dynamics than M g to recoghe backwards in t k . As a result, ABBOT uses the Combined outputs of networks trained both forward and backward in time. We have used the boosting procedure boost2 to produced boosted acoustic models trained backwards in time.
forward in time acoustic models. New training data was passed through each of the first two nenvorks. The outputs of each network were then combined using a simple average. The frame recognition xate of the combined networks was then evaluated. The third boosting network was trained on sentences on which the performance of the first two networks was lowest. We found that a third network resulted in no improvement in performance.
The fint network filters new mining data and selecu those sentences on which its performance is poor. We then use a second network to leam to classify this data. The combination of these two networks performs much be& on unseen data. This is because those data that are outliers for the fiat network have been learnt by the second network. Thus a combination of the networks is able to comctly classify data from a much wider distribution than a single network. We believe the addition of a third network has no effect on o v d performance because filtering selects data on which the performance of the fvst two networks is already relatively good The performance of a trained network on this data is only marpinally better than the combination of the fint two networks.
13.4%
12.4%
We have also evaluated the boosting proctdure boost2 on the I995 Hub 3 evaluation utterances, which are from an open. 60,OOO word, non-verbalised punctuation vocabulary, using a standard uigram language model 181. The results presented are for the contrast CO Sennheiser microphone data. For this task we have used both context independent, and limited context dependent acoustic models. For more details of the context dependent system. and changes made to accommodate the Hub 3 task, see 161. l a , / 12.5%' I 10.8% I 13.6% U Table 4 : Results for both context independent and context dependent boosted acoustic models on the 1995 Hub 3 evaluation test data Note that the CD system uses speaker adaptation. indicates the official CU-CON entry for the 1995 ARPA evaluations
The boasting procedure has again resulted in a considerable reduction in m r rates. Forward and backward boosted acoustic models, with log domain merging were used for both the context independent and context dependent expaimcnts.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper has presented three novel boosting procedures for use with neural network acoustic models. The best of these has been shown to result in a reduction of word error rate of 15.2% over a single network, and 8.7% over an ensemble of networks trained on random data. In addition, the boosting procedure has bcen shown to work with both context independent and context dependent acoustic models.
